We are inviting students from all backgrounds and tracks to follow our Facebook page and expeditions. Our midterm goal (2021-2023) is to expand throughout the center of programs, each targeting a specific dimension of society: education, research & data, aliyah and want to save Israel's beautiful sights from pollution. We propose 3 different "TrashTag" initiatives that students can engage in:

1. **Beach Cleaning**: In cooperation with local beach bars and restaurants offering incentives, our students have organized legal mechanisms to enable beach cleaning, gathering over 100 volunteers to collect 760 Kg of waste! Students are also encouraged to reduce issues with bee health by learning how to integrate precision pollination into their projects.

2. **Precision Agriculture**: With the application of technology,我们 can utilize new ways to solve deeper into the ways in which we are facing today. Meitar program focuses on emerging international school and in the upcoming Government & Sustainability at the IDC's most prestigious honours' programs! Students will not only contribute to the advancement of science and society in Israel, but it will also enrich the scientific knowledge in the global community.

3. **Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)**: Our Dean, Prof. Yoav Yair, won a personal 3 year grant to research low-carbon electricity markets and indicators to assess the aspects of research. Prof. Yair will be dedicating himself to this research and will be providing monthly updates on his progress.

Meet our "TrashTag" students who can truly change the world for the better. Our Vice Dean Dr. Yael Parag and faculty member Dr. Shiri Zemah Shamir, in ... ful adventure!"